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Introduction
Anyone who says that “everything is digital now” probably doesn’t work in a typical
office, because most offices are still very much paper-based. Paper-based processing of invoices is among the most common sources of delays. Forty-one percent of
organizations say that invoicing delays are a common source of cash flow problems,
resulting in late payments, lost discounts, payment errors, and control weaknesses.1
Filing cabinets bulge with invoices, claims documentation, work orders, forms, and
even printed copies of that promising technology that was supposed to drastically
reduce paper use—email. Meanwhile, there is increasing regulatory pressure to
archive, organize, and produce accurate documentation and audit trails in numerous
industries, including financial services, healthcare, and manufacturing.
The push for regulation is leading the drive toward digitization of paper material for
the purpose of organizing documents so we can locate them quickly and reliably
and have a single, easily accessible version of the truth. Amid difficult financial straits,
enterprises are looking to cut costs. Digitization reduces the time, money, labor, shipping, and space allocation associated with paper filing and adds the ability to access
documents concurrently, from anywhere, reducing costs and mitigating risk.
Integration of applications such as HR, customer relationship management (CRM),
and accounts payable with electronic document management (scanning to process)
can lead to substantial savings and efficiencies. Yet it’s still a young market; 23% of
organizations do not have a formal mechanism for systematic scanning and capture,
and another 20% are primarily scanning to archives, or in other words, not into a
workflow where it could improve efficiency.2
Enterprises that seek a competitive edge need to gain efficiency by eliminating as
much paper as possible from business processes and incorporate documents directly
into electronic processes. To do this, they need to quickly move paper documents
through the electronic bloodstream so that they can begin delivering value for the
business.
Oracle has a vision that can help solve this conundrum—Oracle WebCenter. It works
with the enterprise applications you already know and trust.

1 “Accounts Payable Survey: The Impact of Invoice Automation on Financial Performance,” Proactis, 2011.
2 “Capturing Data to Multiple Business Processes—What’s Holding You Back?” AIIM, 2011.
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Challenges for Today’s AP Manager
Accounts payable has remained a stubbornly paper-based process in many offices.
Organizations receive a majority of their invoices in paper, and many of these are
shipped from regional offices to a central location for processing, increasing overall
shipping and mailing costs and introducing delays into the AP process.
Manually processed invoices take longer to enter into financial systems of record and
increase the likelihood of errors. They can be difficult to pinpoint and reconcile if a
paper record must be physically retrieved, especially if it’s now in a different building
or city. Paper invoices can get stuck in physical inboxes, awaiting approval while the
approver is out of the office. This can lead to delays—according to industry statistics
provided by the Institute of Management Administration, 25% of all invoices are
paid late.3
To get out of this bind, AP managers need solutions that can reduce invoice receiptto-payment times, which helps them maintain good relationships with vendors, avoid
fees for late payment, and obtain discounts for paying early. To speed processing to
increase the likelihood of early payments, organizations need to automate invoice
processing to ready the invoices for payment.
Manual processes have other problems as well. If someone has a question, the AP
manager will have to retrieve the invoice. If it’s a paper file, that means a walk to the
filing cabinets. If you need to see all invoices from August through November, but
your physical files are organized by vendor, you have a long day ahead of you. If the
file is scanned, but still difficult to retrieve (because of the way it was named or the
way it was stored), the manager must wend through a time-consuming series of steps
and often multiple applications. If the person asking the question is an auditor, it can
be an uncomfortable situation if that paper file is hard to find. Manual processes leave
very few options for resolving issues and questions as they arise. For example, AP
managers often need to see and proactively adjust the flow of invoices. Without some
form of automation, this is very difficult.
In short, AP managers are in the uncomfortable position of becoming one of the leading cost centers in today’s enterprises.

3 www.ioma.com
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Oracle WebCenter and Accounts Payable
Scanning and storing invoices is only half the story. Oracle WebCenter removes paper
from the picture by electronically capturing documents, converting them into images,
automatically extracting invoice data, and attaching that data to workflows that can
be efficiently managed throughout their lifecycle. WebCenter integrates with Oracle’s
financial applications, enabling automated data entry and instant viewing of invoice
documents, directly within these applications.
The figure below provides an overview of how it works.
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First, paper is scanned into Oracle WebCenter, which lets you choose the level of automation you want, where and when you want to implement it. You can scan all invoices
at a central location and route them by region or priority to finance clerks for processing. Alternatively, use distributed capture for remote offices, which can scan their
invoices via the Web to save processing time and shipping costs.
Once scanned, Oracle WebCenter can perform intelligent document recognition (IDR)
on the documents. IDR automatically extracts required data from captured invoices
and enters the data into ERP, financial, and AP systems, eliminating manual data
entry. Unlike other template-driven solutions, Oracle WebCenter is able to process
any kind of document. Its recognition capability automatically captures information
by intelligently locating the data within the document wherever it is, regardless of
whether the system has processed invoices from that vendor before. The system is
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able to extract line-item detail from an invoice and can conduct line-item pairing to
match specific items to those on a corresponding purchase order. The result is consistently high accuracy in data extraction that dramatically reduces the need for human
intervention to correct errors or resolve exceptions.
Documents are then tagged with metadata so that they can be routed and retrieved
easily and associated with workflows and events in other business systems, including ERP. That means you can search and locate the information by any of the fields
in the document.
Oracle WebCenter is particularly useful in an environment that already uses other
Oracle applications. Oracle WebCenter is integrated with Oracle E-Business Suite as
well as PeopleSoft and JD Edwards. There are many benefits to integrating Oracle
WebCenter in a top-to-bottom environment:
•

Reduced cycle times for invoices means vendors get paid faster

•

Task lists help you work quickly through invoices with an integrated image
viewer to review documents and annotate them if necessary

•

Risk is mitigated when invoices can be retrieved directly through the ERP interface, or directly from Oracle WebCenter—which is helpful when you need to find
documents quickly

As an end-to-end solution, Oracle WebCenter provides capture, intelligent extraction,
and process management capabilities and is integrated with business applications
to provide the most complete and seamless document processing offering available.
With more visibility into the invoicing process, you can create predictable workflows,
making it easier to control and manage budgets to meet business goals. If cash flow is
looking thin next month, you can slow down the process, with confidence that it can
be accelerated once again when cash flow returns to normal.
Oracle WebCenter reduces costs through the automation of AP processing in these ways:
•

By automating data input, which accelerates the speed and accuracy of invoice
payments while reducing the man-hours needed to process invoices

•

Through automation, enterprises can significantly reduce transportation and
storage costs associated with paper

•

Through improving visibility into the invoicing process, which enables them to
capture early payment discounts
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Oracle WebCenter Mitigates Risks
By automating document processing with Oracle WebCenter, you can minimize an
array of risks.
Mitigate the risk of incorrectly routed or missing information. From an AP perspective, you get better visibility into invoice process flow at both the individual
and aggregate levels. But the reach goes deeper than that. By building dashboards
with Oracle WebCenter, you can automate workflows and manage documents from
a “single pane of glass” and track the lifecycle of every document in the organization, improving process visibility and strengthening financial controls. Any piece of
information that’s needed—no matter what format it arrived in—can be instantly
retrieved, based on your preferences. The intelligence built into the system recognizes
when something looks wrong and flags it for inspection.
Mitigate audit risk. If a request comes in for verification, you can instantly serve that
request with Oracle WebCenter. The increased visibility you get—information such as
who approved an invoice, who touched the invoice on its journey, and when it was
processed—gives your enterprise much greater insight into its processes and supports compliance.
Mitigate the risk of catastrophic loss. If your paper documents are located in a warehouse, and that warehouse is struck by fire or other disaster, irreplaceable documents
may be lost. But if your documents are stored electronically, supported by a unified
repository with multiple backup locations and distributed storage, your chances of
emerging intact from a disaster are far greater.
Mitigate IT risk. By choosing Oracle WebCenter, you get a unified backend system in
the form of Fusion Middleware, giving your IT team one system to learn and a single
point of integration for all financial applications involved in the lifecycle of payments,
from the moment an invoice enters the cycle to the moment a payment is made.
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Oracle WebCenter Beyond AP: Competitive
Advantage and Cost Savings
Unlike many point solutions on the market, Oracle WebCenter can be leveraged far
beyond AP, because Oracle WebCenter was conceived as infrastructure that can serve
many applications, not just as a single application. Because Oracle WebCenter is integrated with Oracle E-Business Suite, Siebel, PeopleSoft, and JD Edwards, multiple
departments—or the entire organization—can significantly curtail paper processing
costs, automate and manage workflows, and deeply integrate document flow with
other business processes through a common, shared software platform. All business
users stand to save money, improve efficiency, and gain competitive advantage. Travel and Expense departments now have access to scanned receipts and can associate
them with jobs in E-Business Suite and employee records in PeopleSoft. Suppliers can
be onboarded into workflows with speed and efficiency.
Oracle WebCenter can improve the bottom line in many ways.
Handling electronic documents in a unified repository. Companies are increasingly global, and people who need access to documents can’t always travel to retrieve
them. Companies spend enormous sums and introduce risk by passing copies of documents around via mail, fax, and email. Once documents are digitized in WebCenter,
they enter a unified repository that can support multiple departments and lines of
business. If your company is storing multiple copies of documents to support each
instance of your Oracle financial applications, you can save significantly by consolidating electronic documents in Oracle WebCenter. Markups and changes can be
managed through roles assigned within other business applications. With a unified
content repository, unnecessary duplication can be eliminated. Anyone who needs to
access a document can do so, from anywhere, saving on storage costs and reducing
the risk of multiple, unreconciled copies.
Correlating documents. Since WebCenter integrates with other Oracle financial
applications, such as E-Business Suite, documents are correlated, affording unprecedented availability and a 360-degree view of workflow. For example, you can look
at the entire lifecycle of an order, viewing all documents related to an order number,
from purchase orders, to manufacturing documentation, to invoicing, shipping, delivery, and accounts receivable.
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Facilitating collaboration. With centralized document storage and tracking, and
role-based permissions set through directory-based groups shared between your
business applications and Oracle WebCenter, collaboration between business units
becomes easier. Through the standard user interfaces you already know, you can
manage a workflow across any type of document relevant to your project, regardless
of its origin or original format.
Creating website and portal applications. You gain the ability to extend use of
imaged documents through embedded document library services and can publish
documents to portals or websites via web content delivery services, or attach records
or retention policies to imaged content.
Releasing working capital. Money formerly spent on paper document processing,
shipping, and storage can be redirected to top-line growth initiatives.
Repurposing real estate. Real-estate costs are reduced, and value increases, as sites
used to store paper are eliminated or converted to more productive purposes.
Achieving content rationalization. With one central system to manage all unstructured content, enterprise-wide, supporting business applications, intranets, and websites alike, imaging can play a central role in an integrated, global electronic content
management strategy.
Configuring workflows. Open business process management (BPM) capabilities in
Oracle WebCenter provide configurable solution templates that augment the workflow functionality in your ERP systems.

Oracle WebCenter and Your IT Department
Oracle WebCenter also carries distinct benefits for the IT department.
Using a centralized system like Oracle WebCenter offers tremendous cost savings that
can be leveraged across departments. Those cost savings extend to IT because they
cut down on the equipment, software, and knowledge needed to support multiple
departments. CPU-based licensing lowers total cost of ownership (TCO) because no
additional license expenditure is needed to support more applications.
Second, each individual system at an enterprise has its own idiosyncrasies, and the
IT staff needs to know how to maintain them all. Oracle WebCenter integrates with
the rest of the Oracle stack in a single point of integration. It is part of a total solution, so there are no integration headaches. Through Oracle’s Fusion Applications,
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pre-integration of WebCenter solutions with E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, and other
Oracle products means there is only one infrastructure to learn. E-Business Suite users
can launch functions in the context of their familiar interface, without having to learn
WebCenter as a separate application. Imaging functionality can be extended to any
E-Business Suite module.
When integrated with PeopleSoft, WebCenter accelerates typically paper-intensive
processes such as employee onboarding and termination as well as enrollment in
401(k) and health insurance plans.
The powerful advantages of WebCenter’s integration with the Oracle family of applications are leading customers to switch from competing imaging providers. Moving
to a preintegrated Oracle WebCenter stack not only improves workflow between
applications; it also lowers IT, administrator, and end-user training and support costs.

Oracle WebCenter in Action
Oracle WebCenter is a valuable solution for more than just AP—any part of any organization that must process a large amount of paper as part of its daily workflow, or has
a need for electronic document management, will benefit from the efficiencies that
come from Oracle WebCenter. Here are a few examples of organizations that are leveraging Oracle WebCenter to boost tremendous efficiency gains and increase competitive advantage.

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University has 34,000 students at 150 locations. EmbryRiddle receives an enormous number of applications from prospective students, and
each application is 100 to 150 pages long. Processing can take months. Embry-Riddle
originally purchased Oracle WebCenter for its AP division, but then installed it in the
student admissions department—at no additional license costs.
Embry-Riddle used to copy applications received at the branches and send them to
headquarters. The school stored the same paper twice and updated the applications
manually if changes were made at the other location.
Embry-Riddle uses PeopleSoft eCampus for student onboarding and Oracle E-Business
Suite for AP. Oracle WebCenter is integrated with these solutions, bringing student
applications directly into the admissions and tuition workflow. With applications routed automatically, acceptance cycles went from months to less than two weeks, saving
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$150,000 annually in paper and shipping costs alone. When savings from switching
to Oracle WebCenter from a competing document-scanning vendor are taken into
account, Embry-Riddle recorded more than $500,000 savings annually.4
Oracle WebCenter is also an effective business-continuity solution. Soon after implementing the system, the university was hit by a tornado. “There was paper everywhere,” says Cindy Bixler, Embry-Riddle’s CIO. “The next day, people were lined up to
get their documents scanned.”

Texas Industries
Texas Industries (TXI) is a leading supplier of cement, aggregate, and consumer product building materials. TXI identified high costs around manual data entry, approval
routing, and manual approvals for invoices. Its operation employed more than 50
people and the approval process took nearly 30 days.
After adopting Oracle WebCenter, TXI’s invoice processing operation now employs
4 people instead of 50, at a centralized location, instead of at each field office, and
the AP process takes 5 days, instead of 30. TXI plans to leverage Oracle WebCenter
to automate other areas, such as expense management, contracts and receivables,
and HR processes.

College of American Pathologists
The College of American Pathologists, the leading organization of board-certified
pathologists, accredits laboratories in 45 countries. CAP chose Oracle WebCenter
as the digitization content management platform for all of the unstructured content that passes through Oracle E-Business Suite, including order-management and
AP processing. WebCenter provides seamless access to content, regardless of its
source, improving customer response times, visibility into records, compliance, and
collaboration.

ESCO Corporation
The ESCO Corporation produces high-quality mining and construction machine parts
in 19 countries. Despite advances in its business systems, ESCO’s AP division lagged
behind. At one time, 11 AP clerks entered paper invoices received in 6 operating locations, handling more than 100,000 invoices per year. But 14% annual growth in invoice
volume meant that AP staff couldn’t keep up.
4 ROI Case Study: Oracle Image and Process Management, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Nucleus
Research, July 2010
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ESCO integrated Oracle WebCenter with its Oracle E-Business Suite, and now more
than 80% of invoices are handled electronically. “Through attrition, we’ve cut our
force almost in half, and we’re still able to keep up, even with an annual increase
of invoice volume, and function very smoothly,” says Linda Reese, Shared Services
Accounts Payable Manager.
New ROI opportunities have emerged. ESCO can now decrease the number of physical
checks it sends because it can facilitate end-to-end electronic payments. Significant
time and courier expense savings have been realized.

Oracle WebCenter Helps Companies Go Green
Governments are issuing tough environmental operating regulations that require
businesses to significantly reduce paper consumption and energy use. Oracle WebCenter reduces paper reproduction, shipping, and printing. For example, the State
of Missouri Division of Professional Registration provides administrative support to
39 professional licensing boards and commissions for 400,000 customers/residents,
representing 240 different trades and professions.
The Division’s primary green objective was to reduce paper consumption by 50%
through document scanning and imaging. Its original process was inefficient. With 12
million new documents per year and paper stored in multiple locations, applications
and important documents were sometimes lost. Retrieval was sometimes so difficult
that it violated the state’s “sunshine laws” for public access.
By using Oracle WebCenter, the Division was able to eliminate nearly 22 million pages,
reduce mailing and shipping costs by 90%, and improve document retrieval times by
85%, all while improving constituent service and compliance.

Conclusion
Overwhelming volumes of paper, and the cost of space, processing time, and labor
associated with it, are dragging down margins at many enterprises. Governments are
pushing for the reduction in paper use in line with their sustainability initiatives. Many
industries are now required to undertake redundant business continuity measures in
support of preserving vital records. They are struggling with inefficient cost centers
in their operations, including AP, order management, and HR. In addition, regulatory
scrutiny is increasing in many industries; enterprises of many types must maintain
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easily searchable and organized documentation of transactions and correspondence.
It has never been more critical to reduce paper processing and incorporate document
management seamlessly into the workflow of your organization.
Oracle WebCenter offers a complete content management platform that supports
multiple departments and integrates with multiple business applications. Processes
become more efficient and less error-prone. Not only can organizations realize tremendous savings in document processing costs, but they can also mitigate workflow
risk through the use of WebCenter’s document management capabilities and integration with financial applications. Moreover, organizations can capitalize on their
WebCenter investment by expanding its use into other departments and integrating with other Oracle applications. Standardizing on Oracle technology expedites the
application integration process, reduces software implementation and support costs,
and speeds user adoption.

CITO Research
CITO Research is a source of news, analysis, research, and knowledge for CIOs,
CTOs, and other IT and business professionals. CITO Research engages in a
dialogue with its audience to capture technology trends that are harvested,
analyzed and communicated in a sophisticated way to help practitioners solve
difficult business problems.
This paper was sponsored by Oracle and created by CITO Research
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